**Expenses Claim**

These expenses claims have:
- a destination on one side
- a method of transport on the other.

| Hull | Leeds | Car | Train |

‘All trips to Leeds were made by Train’

*Which cards would you have to turn over to decide whether this statement is true or false?*

---

**Selection Task**

These four cards all have:
- a letter on one side
- a number on the other side.

| E | X | 1 | 6 |

‘All cards with a **Vowel** on one side have an **Even** number on the other side.’

*Which cards would you have to turn over to decide whether this statement is true or false?*
**Filler Task**

Each of these walls has a hole in it, and the builders have filled them with plaster or polyfilla.

Square holes can be filled with
   EITHER plaster
   OR polyfilla,
   but NOT both.
Round holes MUST be filled with plaster.

Which holes would you check to make sure that the walls have been repaired correctly?

**Dummy Task**

Each of these windows has a silhouette of a head shown in it.

Some of them are real people, some are dummies.

All the dummies are the same.

Which window would you check first to find out which are the dummies?